Saltarello
17th century

This piece contains:

Suggestions:
1. First play the original version to
get the know the melody.
2. You can play this piece with four
players. See explanation below.
3. Play the flutter tongue softly.

PURPOSE:

4. Open your mouth a little bit while
performing the wind sound with
“Cha”.

Having fun!
Relaxing tongue and throat
Activate abdomen

5. You can use one finger to play
the key clicks or all the fingers of
the fingering.

Flexible and contolled embouchure
6. Practise very slowly!
Improving sound
Co-ordination tongue and
abdomen
Co-operation, listening, ensemble
playing

How to perform:
On www.flutecolors.com you can find instructive videos on how to perform each
technique

Variation I
In this variation choose one technique, for example flutter tongue, wind sound, key
clicks, sing and play, pizzicato/slap tongue or tongue stops. The notation in this
variation doesn’t refer to a technique but to a player.
One player can also play two parts.

Player 1: blue note with this note head

Player 2: green note with this note head

Player 3: red note with this note head

Player 4: black note with this note head

Variation II
In this variation the notation does matter. Each player chooses a technique. Player 1
plays tongue stops, player 2 plays wind sound, player 3 plays flutter tongue and
player 4 plays key clicks.
Player 1: tongue stops

Cover the embouchure hole with your
mouth and propel the tongue with a
strong thrust of air into the
embouchure hole.

Player 2: wind sound

Move your lower lip forward and say
‘Cha’. Aim into the flute. Make sure
there is no actual sound, only air.

Player 3: flutter tongue

Use ‘frrrr’ while playing.

Player 4: key clicks

Cover the embouchure hole with your
mouth and propel the tongue with a
strong thrust of air into the
embouchure hole.

